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In the context of the study of the thermal behavior of an industrial system composed of
an electric vacuum brazing furnace and its load (a plate and brazed heat exchanger), and
the control of the associated process, we want to identify and exploit the transfer functions
of both elements through ARX models (autoregressive structure). This paper deals with
the use of internal transfer functions related to the load and is divided into two parts. First
a numerical study will consist of estimating transfer functions on a reference 2D model
and quantifying their sensitivity to defaults likely to be encountered on the real process.
This method will then be extended to the real system.

RÉSUMÉ :
Dans le cadre de l’étude du comportement thermique d’un système industriel constitué
d’un four électrique de brasage sous vide et de sa charge (échangeur thermique àplaques
et ondes brasées), et de la maîtrise du procédéassocié, on souhaite identifier et exploiter
les fonctions de transfert des différents éléments via des modèles paramétriques de type
ARX (structure autorégressive). Le présent article concerne l’exploitation de fonctions
de transfert internes àla charge (entre sa surface extérieure et son centre géométrique) et
se décompose en deux parties. Une étude numérique consistera àestimer des fonctions
de transfert sur un modèle 2D de référence et àrelever leur sensibilitéàdes anomalies
susceptibles d’être rencontrées sur le procédé réel. Cette méthode sera ensuite étendue au
système réel.

1. INTRODUCTION

functions in the load. First, based on a 2D model of an
exchanger passage under FlexPDE® (finite elements), the
transfer functions between the surface and the geometric
centre estimated from a reference case (without anomaly) will
be compared with other cases (with anomaly) likely to be
encountered on the real process. These simulations should
ensure that the ARX parametric models reconstruct the
expected responses at the geometric centre and help identify
the sensitivity of these models to simulated defaults in the tests.

In an industrial context of manufacturing brazed aluminium
heat exchangers (BAHX), it is now difficult to distinguish
healthy brazed assemblies from defective ones before
hydraulic testing; the brazing operation being carried out in an
electric vacuum furnace (see Figure 1). This stage of the
manufacturing process is based on heating the charge
(exchanger) to the melting point of the braze, thus allowing the
initial stack to form a solid block. Based on measurements by
thermocouples located at certain points in the exchanger, only
on the surface and in its core, a series of radiant panels
monitored by a control unit heat the load to the soldering
temperature while ensuring its thermal homogeneity, the latter
being characterized by a temperature difference between the
outside and the centre of the charge.
However, the temperature and power data collected do not
enable the presence of defaults or brazing anomalies in the
exchanger to be detected (due to the emergence of hot spots,
for example). A more detailed analysis of the behaviour of the
industrial furnace and its load is therefore required.
To solve this problem, we are trying to identify the transfer
functions of the vacuum brazing furnace and the load through
parametric models of the ARX type (autoregressive structure).
This study will focus on the use of internal transfer

Figure 1. Photograph of one of the two on-site furnaces and
an exchanger before loading
Based on the previous observations, the rest of the study will
be devoted to estimating parametric models on a series of six
identical exchangers, based on data provided by the real
system. The first one will be chosen as a reference for
estimating the transfer functions and the other five will be
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compared to it. An attempt will then be made to classify the
exchangers (their respective brazing cycles) according to the
different distributions observed.
Beforehand, we will give more information on how to
position the problem in its industrial context and a brief
presentation of the ARX autoregressive models.

The main challenges of this work consist in developing a
methodology that will at least make it possible to explain a
posteriori the appearance of defaults or anomalies during an
elapsed cycle, and ideally to detect them in situ during the
process. In this perspective, the approach chosen consists in
identifying the transfer functions mentioned via ARX
autoregressive parametric models.

2. GLOBAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INDUSTRIAL
SYSTEM AND PRESENTATION OF THE “ARX”
PARAMETRIC MODELS

2.2 ARX parametric models
A transfer function, which can be considered as the identity
card of the studied system, links at least two quantities together.
It is possible to estimate this operator which links the response
y to its thermal excitation u through a parametric model of type
ARX.
Over the last decade, ARX models have seen their use grow
in some applied fields, whereas they were previously studied
from mathematical and automatic points of views. Many
works related to heat transfer problems in building science
have used parametric fit methods in order to estimate
behavioral laws in an efficient way [1, 2], to build virtual
sensors [3-5], or to improve the efficiency of some
installations [6, 7]. Furthermore, the use of this tool in the
context of process monitoring in the industrial environment is
perfectly adapted because parametric models are generally
quick to estimate and use [8-10]. Augmented versions of these
linear models have been studied in the following research
works [11-13].
Autoregressive models can be considered as generalizations
of convolution and enthalpy balances, at least in heat transfer
domain, as explained by Jauregui et al. [14]. In the same way
as for the enthalpy method, the output of an autoregressive
model is therefore a variable related to the chosen system, but
does not require the explicit writing of the heat balance. Hence
this approach is all the more relevant when working on 2D/3D
or real systems for which physics is difficult to model finely.
To summarize, in our heat transfer problem, autoregressive
models can express more implicit equations from heat
balances such as Eq. (1).

2.1 The studied system
The overall objective of this research work (in collaboration
with Fives Cryo) is to propose a new method for predictive
analysis of the behaviour of the electric vacuum brazing
furnace according to variable exchanger geometries through
the association of transfer functions identified on the real
system {furnace + load}.
The heat transfer modes involved are radiative (heat transfer
between the radiant panels of the furnace and the aluminium
exchanger and other additional elements included in the
enclosure), conductive (within the load itself), and convective
if we consider the furnace enclosure which is a double jacket
where water circulates (cold source for regulation). In the
enclosure, 88 panels exchange heat by radiation with the load,
which is equipped according to its geometry with a few dozen
surface thermocouples (exchanger skin) and at least two core
thermocouples in the event of a malfunction of one of them.
By strategically combining the skin sensors with the panels, i.
e. by placing them so that they face each other, the temperature
gradient in the load is monitored and controlled during the
cycle so that the heating is as homogeneous as possible. With
respect to the 6 exchangers studied here, 36 surface sensors
were used for each. In the diagram in Figure 2, a heat
exchanger in the furnace enclosure, its instrumentation and the
associated control strategy are represented in the (x,y) plan.
The radiant panels are schematized in red and the temperature
sensors in green. An example of transfer function is the
transmittance between two points inside the exchanger. As this
is a horizontal cross-sectional view, only 16 of the 88 panels
have been represented, and the same applies to the 12 of the
36 skin thermocouples.

c p

Ts
= − Gi (Ts − Ti ) + P
t
i

(1)

ρcp denoting the volumic heat capacity of the system, Ts the
output temperature of the system, Gi the thermal conductance
characterizing the heat transfer between the system and the
element i, and P an intern production term of the system.
ARX are exogeneous variable models. They have been
extensively studied by Ljung [15] and take the mathematical
form of Eq. (2) in the case of a model with a single input u and
a single output y:
na

y ( ti ) = − a j y ( ti − j t )
j =1

nb

+  b j u ( ti − j t − nk t ) +  ( ti )

(2)

j =1

Δt denoting the time step of the model.
The disturbances ε are often modelled as random variables
to simulate noise, but in this article, we will keep this term
equal to zero since the noise level which has been observed on
thermocouple measurements is low. Only inputs u modelling
external effects determine the output. The associated inverse

Figure 2. Horizontal cross-sectional diagram of the system
{furnace + load}
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problem is to estimate the coefficients aj and bj.
The system identification with a parametric model can be
done in two steps:
- a first calibration step is necessary to estimate the
coefficients ai and bi;
- then, the ARX model characterized by the corresponding
triplet (na,nb,nk) is tested with another input/output data
set. This is the validation. This second step is crucial to
validate the estimated model, which must be absolutely
independent of boundary conditions;
Zacharie et al. [16] provides more information about the
identification of such autoregressive models.

and different properties are shown in Figure 3, represents a
horizontal section of an aluminium exchanger. Boundary
conditions include a term simulating the heat flux input of the
radiant panels as well as a loss term corresponding to the
cooling of the furnace enclosure.
The first issue of this modeling is to verify that the ARX
parametric models are adapted to the transfer functions studied.
For example, for thermocouple No.2: the calibration and
validation signals from the FlexPDE direct reference
simulation are those of Figure 4: ϕpanel represents the input flux
used to obtain Tskin et Tcore for the model calibration
(rectangular excitation in Figure 4.a) and its validation (Figure
4.b in which the input flux has a more complex shape).

3. OBTAINING
THERMAL
SIGNATURES
OF
ANOMALIES VIA A 2D EXCHANGER SECTION
MODEL
In general, we have sought to identify single input – single
output transfer functions Tskin – Tcore (skin-core transmittances),
Tskin designating one of the surface thermocouples. In this part,
the sampling step of the data sets is 100 s.
The results concerning the identification of the models can
be given through comparison plots (Arbitrary Units (A.U.)),
residuals (difference between the simulated curve and that
given by the ARX model), or the mean square error (eRMS),
whose definition is recalled below in Eq. (3). Here, the initial
values of the inputs and outputs have been shifted so that they
conform to the shape of the model: for u(t)=0, there is y(t)=0
(stationary initial state).

eRMS = Tcore − y (t ) =

1 N
(Tcore (t j ) − y(t j ))2

N j =1

(a) Calibration dataset
(3)

where, N is the number of data and y is the output of the model.

(b) Validation dataset
Figure 4. Input-output datasets for thermocouple No.2
First, we verify whether ARX models can be properly
estimated (Figure 5.a), i.e. whether they can correctly
reconstruct the reference core response of the direct numerical
model. The optimal model is the one that minimizes the RMS
criterion on residuals: here the (5,5,0) one.
This model is then validated by comparing its output
obtained via the complex validation flux with that of the direct
simulation (Figure 5.b). Furthermore, this first step made it
possible to get ARX models of order 5 that can be tested on
the more pathological cases presented afterwards.

Figure 3. Scheme and characteristics of the 2D model
3.1 Presentation of the 2D model and transmittances Tskin
– Tcore identification
Thanks to a direct resolution of the 2D model produced with
FlexPDE®, temperature profiles can be obtained as a function
of time for Tskin (at several locations) and Tcore. The different
data sets should then be used to test the sensitivity of the “ideal
case” transfer functions to a list of defects and anomalies that
may be encountered in reality. This model, whose geometry
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2: a decrease of 2 W.m-1.K-1 in conductivity in the whole
fin-sheet domain according to x and y. This is a generalization
of the previous defect to the entire domain;
3: a +8.5 cm position change of thermocouple n°2 in the x
direction. During the instrumentation of the exchangers, the
location of the thermocouples can vary by a few cm from the
set point;
4: a decrease of 2% of wall emissivity around the skin
thermocouple n°12 region. In the simulations, this results in a
2% reduction in the thermal power supplied to the concerned
area;

(a) Calibration

(b) Validation
Figure 5. 2 ARX models identification (thermocouple No.2)

Figure 6. Cavity geometry
3.2 Sensitivity of estimated parametric models to “typical”
defaults and anomalies
The four defects (not exhaustive) that have been simulated
in FlexPDE are as follows (see Figure 6 for illustration):
1: a decrease of 2 W.m-1.K-1 in conductivity according to x
and y directions in a 1m x 0.33m portion near the skin
thermocouple n°12 (at the periphery of the exchanger). This
choice allows to simulate locally a higher thermal resistance
in the modelled exchanger passage;

Figure 7. eRMS amplification of the 4 numerical cases
The models estimated in the previous section have been
tested by comparing their responses to those of the direct
simulations for the 4 cases mentioned above (rectangular
excitation for the panels). As there are 12 surface
thermocouples in the direct model, 12 reference transfer
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functions have been estimated. For each anomaly case, the
amplification of the model's mean square error amplification
has been calculated with respect to the ideal case whose mean
eRMS over the 12 thermocouples is 1.17 K. On each graph in
Figure 7, each "+" sign corresponds to a thermocouple and its
ordinate thus represents the error induced by the simulated
defect on its associated Tskin – Tcore transfer function. The mean
µ and standard deviations σ of the samples represented by red
and blue segments respectively are plotted after a first filtering
of the red "+" points placed outside the interval[µ0-σ0 ; µ0+σ0]
of the initial sample. For the sake of readability, the y-axis
scale is the same for all four graphs.
Comments on the different distributions observed in Figure
7 for each case:
1: the local default has little effect on the thermal paths away
from it: only the model linking Tskin n°12 and Tcore does not
reconstitute the expected output well, which results in an
amplification of the eRMS;
2: a slight modification of the conductivity in the entire
domain clearly amplifies the eRMS error to such an extent that
the models cannot be considered validated in this case (e RMS 2
= 4.8 K on average.) The severe amplification of the mean
square error is therefore global, as might be expected by
simulating a default in the whole domain;
3: in case 3, the only failed transfer function is the one
whose location of the associated skin thermocouple has been
moved, namely No. 2. However, this case cannot be met in
reality because the heat exchanger temperature measurements
are used in the furnace regulation to develop the power inputs
for the panels. The regulation "adapts" to the placement of the
thermocouple. To obtain the signature of a real sensor
placement defect, the temperature measurement should be
"active" on the regulation;
4: in the latter case, the models associated with corner
thermocouples No. 1, 4, 7 and 10 are quite sensitive to the 2%
decrease in heat flux in the region around thermocouple n°12
because it breaks the symmetry of the problem. ARX models
are sensitive since they have been calibrated with symmetrical
temperature fields. In addition, the model associated with
thermocouple n°12 is logically the main one affected by this
simulated decrease in surface emissivity. Overall, the 12 ARX
models are sensitive to this anomaly;
Thus, the proposed ARX tool is sensitive to different
simulated structural and metrological defaults.

4. APPLYING TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Finally, we would like to compare the brazing cycles of 6
exchangers which share the same geometry. An exchanger is
chosen to calibrate the ARX models (5,5,0) and these are
tested with the data sets of the other exchangers. Results can
then be proposed as root mean square error amplification for
the 36 estimated Tskin – Tcore transfer functions. Here, the
sampling step of the experimental datasets is 60 s.
It should be noted that the experimental eRMS are not of the
same order of magnitude as the numerical ones in the previous
section. Indeed, the amplification rates are far from a factor of
5 (average eRMS ref = 1.2 K in section 3 and average eRMS ref =
5.4 K for the real exchanger n°1 considered as reference). In
this study, it will therefore not be possible to make a link
between the simulated defects and the defects observed in the
real cycles.
Figure 8. eRMS amplification of the 5 experimental cases
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In the graphs in Figure 8, two filters have been applied, the
first consisting of excluding malfunctioning thermocouples
(the ordinate of the corresponding red "+" being set to zero),
the second being the same as in section 3.
Case n°1 has led to the identification of ARX models.
Exchangers 2, 3 and 6 are the closest to the reference case (the
mean µ of their respective amplification rates are the lowest)
despite a larger dispersion in case 3, possibly due to the 6
defective thermocouples that deprived the regulation of
thermal information in their associated region. According to
the developed observable (eRMS/eRMSref), the cycles of
exchangers 4 and 5 are globally further away from the
reference exchanger (µ≥1,45). The standard deviation is
significantly greater on exchanger n°4, which is eventually the
exchanger whose cycle has diverged the most from case n°1.
Besides the thermocouples with an amplification rate close to
2 (n°23, 24 and 25) are located in the area assumed to be
responsible for the waste of device n°4, with effects on the
distribution of the temperature field that generate a dispersion
on the response of the models comparable to that of the
numerical case n°4.
Thus, through ARX models, the Tskin – Tcore transfer
functions identified on a reference case are also sensitive to
experimental data and the observable eRMS/eRMSref makes it
possible to classify exchangers of the same series according to
a reference that is given.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

5. CONCLUSIONS
ARX models can represent the heat transfer between the
heat exchanger surface and its geometric centre. Based on the
numerical model, the sensitivity of this tool to different types
of defects has been highlighted. Using experimental Tskin –
Tcore transfer functions, the observable eRMS/eRMSref made it
possible to compare different brazing cycles with a reference
cycle corresponding to a healthy device. In order to deepen the
analysis, the model identification methodology will have to
take into account the power regulation effects of the panels:
the correlations between flux and temperature, although more
complex to establish, are likely to provide more information
on the occurrence of possible defaults.
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